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I can write a report that contains clear information and is 
written in the third person.   LIT 2-28a 
 
I would like you to write a report in the third person about ONE 
DAY in your life. Describe the weather and what you are doing 
on the hour. Write as if you are describing someone else in the 
same way that you are describing the weather. So, start with a 
brief weather report followed by a description of your activity. 
 
‘It’s 11am, it’s sunny and he’s basking in the sun enjoying the 
latest Philip Pullman novel. There’s no danger he’s going to help 
with clearing out that cupboard as promised. Maybe after 
lunch?’ 
 
 
Weather and activity report- Take hourly notes of the weather, 
whether you’re indoors or in the garden. Note down what you 
were doing each hour and of course how you might have been 
helping out at home. Do this for ONE DAY and at the end of 
that day write a summary of your day. You could describe the 
view from the window giving a description of the light, sun, rain 
and wind etc. Was there anyone around on that hour? Has 
anything funny or unusual happened? Use all of your senses to 
bring to life ONE DAY. Did you play or hear music? Was it cold? 
What were you wearing?   



 
Write your notes in a mini diary and then use these to describe 
this ONE DAY in your life. You may want to be creative and put 
all of your information on an annotated poster? 
 
You may want to do some research on how the weather is 
described or look at books to find out how an author is writing 
in the third person. 
 

 
 

 

 


